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What is AWAKE?

AWAKE stands for Advanced WAKefield Experiment (advanced
accelerator concept)
400 GeV SPS proton beam drives wakefields in a 10 meter
plasma through a self modulation instability
According to simulations the wakefields can can accelerate
electrons from 16 MeV to 2 GeV
Using the easier to perform hadron acceleration to perform lepton
acceleration

J. Moody, MPQ LET Talk  01/07/2016 

• AWAKE stands for Advanced 
WAKefield Experiment. 

•  400 GeV proton beam drives 
wakefields in a 10 meter 
plasma through a self 
modulation instability 

• Simulations indicate that the 
wakefields can accelerate 
electrons from 16 MeV to 2 
GeV 
 

What is AWAKE? 
Experiment organized into two runs: 
• Run I: proof of principle 

• Phase I: Demonstration of self-
modulation instability 

• Phase II: Electron acceleration over 10 m 
• Run II: Electron acceleration over long 

distances (yet to be approved) 
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AWAKE at CERN
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Quick Overview of Plasma Wakefield Acceleration

Fields from a charged particle beam or a laser drive wakefields
inside the plasma
Witness beam can be trapped within wakefield’s accelerating and
focusing phase
Achievable accelerating gradient: Ez,linear ≈ µ N

σ2
z
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The 3 ”D’s” of PWFA vs SPS ion beam

Diffraction (Increase of the transverse size of the driver)
⇔ SPS beam has a long beta function
Dephasing (Dephasing of the wakefield with respect to the witness
beam)
⇔SPS beam has a very high γ

Depletion (Driver energy gets depleted)
⇔SPS beam has a very high energy content

Problem:
Very hard to make the driver short enough to resonantly drive the

plasma
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Solution: Self-Modulation Instability

Transverse Modulation of the proton beam by the generated
wakefield
Competes with hosing instability⇒ Seeding needed

J. Moody, MPQ LET Talk  01/07/2016 

• The self modulation instability  transversely 
modulates the proton beam  

• Competes with hosing instability when rising from 
noise 

• Fast ionization (sub plasma wavelength) allows for 
seeding of the SMI 

• Phase I of AWAKE is dedicated to measuring and 
characterizing this instability 

More On SMI 
 

Kumar, Pukhov, and Lotov 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 255003 (2010) 
 
Lotov, Physics of beam self-modulation in plasma wakefield accelerators Phys 
Plasmas 22 (2015)  

 
 

Kumar, Pukhov and Lotov, Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 255003 (2010)
Lotov, Physics of beam self-modulation in plasma wakefield accelerators Phys. Plasmas
22 (2015)
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Awake: Overview

studies, we analyze both electrons and positrons, as compari-
son of the two gives a better insight into the trapping
mechanism.

The simulated setup is shown in Fig. 1. Three superim-
posed beams (proton, electron, and laser) propagate colli-
nearly through the volume filled with a uniform rubidium
vapor. The short laser pulse singly ionizes the vapor and cre-
ates the plasma of radius rpðzÞ that varies linearly from r0 at
the plasma entrance to r1 < r0 at the plasma exit.32,33 The
ionization mechanism is field (or over-the-barrier) ioniza-
tion. This is a threshold process, so the radial plasma bound-
ary is sharp, and there are no effects of radial plasma non-
uniformity.34 Longitudinally, the plasma is as uniform as the
initial vapor was. High plasma uniformity (better than 0.2%)
is necessary for both resonant wave excitation and stable
acceleration of electrons in this wave.35 The leading half of
the proton bunch propagates in the neutral gas and does not
contribute to wakefield excitation. The rear half of the proton
beam undergoes self-modulation. The self-modulation insta-
bility is seeded by the instant onset of the plasma, which acts
as if the bunch has a sharp leading edge. We also note that
the atomic weight of the plasma ions is sufficiently large to

avoid deleterious effects associated with the plasma ion
motion.36 The electron bunch is delayed with respect to the
laser pulse by the distance ne. We use cylindrical coordinates
ðr;u; zÞ with the z-axis as the direction of beam propagation
and the co-moving coordinate n ¼ z$ ct measured from the
laser pulse. Focusing and accelerating properties of the
plasma wave are most conveniently characterized by the
quantity

U r; n; zð Þ ¼ xp

E0

ðn=c

$1
Ez r; z; sð Þ ds; (1)

where Ez is the longitudinal electric field. If the time scale of
beam evolution is much longer than the wave period, then
Eq. (1) is close to the dimensionless wakefield potential, so
we refer to it as the wakefield potential also.

In Sec. II, we study trapping of test particles, that is, we
exclude the back action of trapped particles on the wakefield
to describe the trapping process in the cleanest form. In Sec.
III, we focus on subsequent acceleration of test particles.
Then we discuss the effect of beam loading in Sec. IV and
the effect of smooth plasma boundary in Sec. V.

II. TRAPPING OF TEST PARTICLES

First we note that separation of injected particles into
trapped and untrapped fractions occurs at the very beginning
of the plasma, before the drive beam has time to self-
modulate. Indeed, the depth of the transverse potential well
initially formed by the seed perturbation is37

Wf % mc2 nb0

4n0
& 1:5' 10$3mc2: (2)

The initial energy of transverse electron motion can be esti-
mated as37

Wtr % mc2 !2
ne

2cer2
re

& 7' 10$7mc2; (3)

where ce ¼ We=ðmc2Þ. Thus, for any proton beam of interest
and high quality electron bunches, the initial transverse ve-
locity of electrons can be safely neglected. The longitudinal
velocity could have an effect on trapping, but, as we show
later, this effect can be minimized by matching the electron
velocity and the phase velocity of the wave. Whether a parti-
cle is trapped or not is thus determined by the particle loca-
tion in the initial wakefield potential.

TABLE I. Baseline AWAKE parameters and notation.

Parameter, notation Value

Plasma density, n0 7' 1014 cm$3

Plasma length, Lmax 10 m

Atomic weight of plasma ions, Mi 85.5

Plasma skin depth, c=xp ( k$1
p , 0.2 mm

Initial plasma radius, r0, 1.5 mm

Final plasma radius, r1, 1 mm

Wavebreaking field, E0 ¼ mcxp=e, 2.54 GV/m

Proton bunch population, Nb 3' 1011

Proton bunch length, rzb 12 cm

Proton bunch radius, rrb 0.2 mm

Proton bunch energy, Wb 400 GeV

Proton bunch energy spread, dWb 0.35%

Proton bunch normalized emittance, !nb 3.6 mm mrad

Proton bunch maximum density, nb0 4' 1012 cm$3

Electron bunch population, Ne 1:25' 109

Electron bunch length, rze 1.2 mm

Electron bunch radius, rre 0.25 mm

Electron bunch energy, We 16 MeV

Electron bunch energy spread, dWe 0.5%

Electron bunch normalized emittance, !ne 2 mm mrad

Electron bunch delay, ne 16.4 cm

FIG. 1. Geometry of the problem (not to scale). The beams are shown at two times.

123116-2 Lotov et al. Phys. Plasmas 21, 123116 (2014)
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Awake: Overview
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Quick look at the PIC scheme

~∇ · ~E =
q
e

n

~∇ ·~B = 0

~∇× ~E = −∂~B
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Basic features of the PSC

Full 3D PIC simulation code
Fully parallelized, great scaling properties (MPI, OpenMP)
Written in C
Modular framework, easily extendable (simplified polymorphism)
Advanced memory management system, supports multiple
architectures
Data analysis and efficient parallel output (xdmf + hdf5)
Nearly fully customizable by CLI (essential for automated test
system)
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Advanced features of the PSC

These provide important techniques to speed up calculation

Patch based approach
Enables moving frame and boost frame
Enables dynamical load balancing
Enables AMR (Adaptive Mesh refinement) and APR (Adaptive
particle refinement)
GPU particle pushing, eg. Jaguar with 900 GPUs pushes 215
billion particles/sec
Event generator module (allows particle injection)
Background field module allows for external magnetic (and
electric) field configurations
Features multiple maxwell solvers (4th order, friedman filter)
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Patch based approach, dynamical load balancing

(image provided by F. Deutschmann)
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Patch based approach, complex frame

(image provided by F. Deutschmann)
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Overview

Fully 3D. Size: 3 · 1010 cells, 3 · 1010 particles, 2.5 · 106 timesteps
Fully kinetic
Non quasi-static

Computing resources: 35 Mch on SuperMUC.
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Why?

PIC can be seen as the only available theory fully describing this
experiment.
Justify the assumptions in baseline parameter simulations done
up to now:

Quasistatic
Cylindrically symmetrical 2D

Study of transversal beam filamentation
Benchmarks and code comparison
Large scale PIC simulations are challenging
Possibility of a direct comparison between measurement and
simulation
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Cost

Using Nperλp = 130, Nppc = 3, no plasma ions:

Volume filled with plasma
Vp = Lmaxπr2

0 = 7 · 10−5m3

Volume filled with ions
Vi = Lmaxπ (3σrb)

2 = 1.1 · 10−5m3

∆x =
λp

Nperλp

∆t = kcfl

√
1

3c2
∆x2

fpps = 1.2 · 106

(particles pushed per
second)

tpercore =
(Vp + Vi )Nppc

∆x3fpps

Lmax

c∆t
Lwindow

Lmax

=

√
3 (Vp + Vi ) Lwindow

λ4
pfppskcfl

N4
perλp

Nppc

⇒ tpercore = 5.1 · 10−3 ·N4
perλp

Nppcch = 4.4Mch
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Cost

Using 8 islands totaling 65536 nodes on Supermuc
Wt = 4.4 · 106/65536 ≈ 67cpuh total Walltime
All output, management and grid overhead is omitted in this
calculation.
Perfect Scaling is assumed
Witness beam is one order of magnitude less particles than the
ion beam, omitted.
1 ch costs approximately 0.01 - 0.013 e, total cost = 44000 -
57200 e per Simulation
Memory: using about 25 TB peak memory out of the available 50
TB
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Progress

Many new inline outputs to save hard disk space and I/O
bandwidth
Scaling to 65536 nodes on SuperMUC

particle injection→ non-symmetric, non-homogeneous configuration
improvements and specializations to the load balancer
I/O specializations for the SuperMUC system

< 1000 concurrent filestreams
< 1000 files per directory
Don’t write into a directory from multiple nodes or multiple islands
Serialization in very specific, optimal patterns using subdirectories
No parallel mpi io since we have large chunks of unscattered data
We achieve 105 Gbyte/s out of 125 Gbyte/s technical maximum

rigorous scalability analysis
Eradication of all unnecessary duplications in memory and output files
Example: checkpointing went from 120 TB files written out in 2.5h to 30
TB written out in 6 min (in memory compression, less file entries in
hdf5 file)

Since computation is only performed in 48h chunks a lot of restarts
are necessary (with a lot of waiting in between)

Reaching turnkey status
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Results, 65 points per λp
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challenge. In addition, since the AWAKE simulations now run on 8 islands I/O had to be optimized to 
avoid overloading of the shared file system. Also volume checkpoints needed to restart simulations 
have increased to about 30 TB. Checkpointing at this level is all but trivial. Due to the dedicated sup-
port from the LRZ and specifically the Astrolab and the commitment of  Karl-Ulrich Bamberg and Nils 
Moschüring I/O issues for 8 island simulations were resolved. I/O is now fast and reliable and can be 
triggered on a frequent scale. The setup for AWAKE has reached turn key level. 
 
During the initial experimental campaign plasma densities are low and plasma channels are limited to 
a few 10 meters. However, extrapolation to TeV electron energies based on those initial plasma pa-
rameters would require plasma channels that are 
kilometers long. No one honestly believes that a 
several kilometer long plasma channel can or 
should be built. Hence, the conceptual question is 
if higher plasma densities in the channel are pos-
sible. Prior to an experimental campaign solid 
theoretical predictions of plasma wake field gen-
eration and related instabilities are needed. 
 
The long term goal of reliable simulations for 
these new parameters closely related to a future 
experiment requires numerical resolution levels 
that are impractical with present day computing 
power. They would exceed the capacity of 
SuperMUC by far. Hence, we propose to simulate 
at much lower resolution and to work out scaling 
laws for the impact of numerical noise. Our hope 
is that we will be able to extrapolate our simula-
tions to the experimental situation while saving 
tremendous computational effort. The baseline 
for this approach is the introduction of controlled 
noise. In the proposed experiment two main 
plasma instabilites are competing against each other. The first instability is given by the longitudinal 
filamentation which leads to the desired micro-bunching of the ion 
beam. This is very desirable and makes a non-linear wakefield growth possible. The second instability 
is given by the lateral filamentation, which destroys the beam and any generated wakefield. In order 
to properly guarantee that the lateral beam filamentation will not occur at higher plasma densities, 
an understanding of the origin of this instability is necessary. Residual plasma noise is triggering this 
instability. Unfortunately, particle-in-cell simulations always overestimate this noise by a large mar-
gin, since they use much less quasi-particles in comparison to the number of real particles in the ex-
periment. This makes it necessary to study the dependency of the filamentation on the plasma noise 
and extrapolate this result to the situation in the experiment. Controlled noise is an artificially intro-
duced plasma noise which enables proper examination of instability onset. 
 
For the campaign discussed in this proposal we plan to prepare a test case in PSC for which we would 
like to carry out two separate large scale simulations at higher plasma density. One of them is above 
a density level for which lateral filamentation is to be expected and the second one is at a density 
below. Based on our prior efforts with the AWAKE baseline case we expect that each of the two sim-
ulations will require 15 million CPU hours on 8 islands on SuperMUC phase 1. 
  

Fig A2: Part of the simulation state after 5m of beam propagation 
inside the plasma. The ion beam micro-bunch contour plot at density 
1e-9 is colored green.   The 2D slice represents the background plas-
ma density, showing the generated wakefield. The red and orange 
colored contours at density 1e-11 represent the trapped electron 
witness beam. All particle densities are normalized to             .  

 

Simulation state after 5m.
Green: ion beam micro-bunches at density 1.9 · 1012 1

cm3 .
Red and orange: trapped electron witness beam at density 1.9 · 1010 1

cm3 .
Color legend: density in units of 1.9 · 1021 1

cm3 .
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Results, 65 points per λp
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I) AWAKE II – Filamentation analysis 

x Prof. Dr. Hartmut Ruhl (PI , scientific head) 
x Dipl . Phys . Nils Moschüring (scientific lead) 

x Dipl . Phys . Karl -Ulrich Bamberg (technical  advisor) 
x M. Sc. Fabian Deutschmann (code support) 

 
The AWAKE project is an international collaboration between many teams with substantial expertise 
in the field of laser-plasma science and technology. The goal of AWAKE is to explore a plasma based 
acceleration concept that is capable of extending electron and positron energies into the TeV range. 
AWAKE plans to make use of the SPS proton beam at CERN. The beam passes through plasma and 
splits up longitudinally. The resulting bunches of protons then drive a wake field in the plasma. The 
plasma density is about 100 times higher than the ion beam density, making AWAKE target the linear 
regime of plasma wake fields. 
 

 
 

Besides many technological and experimental challenges AWAKE has a cutting edge simulation as-
pect. The base line scenario of AWAKE is the detailed investigation of a 400 GeV proton bunch pass-
ing through a 10 meter plasma channel. Our group has started an accompanying simulation effort 
last year. The PSC has been streamlined to accommodate simulations of the AWAKE base line case. 
Our AWAKE simulations are very large, making use of up to 8 SuperMUC islands. In the beginning of 
the campaign we expected to get along with less machines and longer run times. Several factors, 
however, contributed to larger memory requirements. The first and most important one, is the need 
for absorbing field boundaries. Electromagnetic energy needs to be taken out of the system and may 
not be allowed to interact with later parts of the pulse. Another factor is the peak electric accelerat-
ing field in the plasma, which must be calculated inline due to storage capacity limits. During the 
streamlining phase of our simulation campaign we encountered several  severe technological chal-
lenges while investigating the scaling behavior of the simulation on SuperMUC: Beam loading is one 
of the most important conceptual challenges of wake field accelerators. Since we are able  to simu-
late the 10 meter base line case of AWAKE on SuperMUC the decision has been made to investigate 
beam loading during our simulation campaign. The setup of simulations for beam loading is inhomo-
geneous in  configuration space. A consequence is that load balancing (see technical part) becomes a 

Maximum of the    field amplitude averaged over 1000  time steps at each x-z-position of simulation space after 5m of beam propaga-
tion inside the plasma. Averaging gets rid of plasma noise in the field amplitude. The generated linear wakefields are clearl y visible. 
These wake fields are directly related to the possible final electron witness beam energy. 

Maximum of the Ez field amplitude averaged over 1000 time steps at each x-z-
position of simulation space after 5m of beam propagation inside the plasma.
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Results, Resolution comparison
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Maximum electric field in z-direction over the whole 10m simulation.
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Results, Resolution comparison
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Percentage, in relation to initial beam, of charge per GeV in the electron witness
beam over energy after traversing 10m in plasma.
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